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Optimizing physical workspaces, makes operations smoother
and more efficient.
Valuable insights into resource usage helps manage costs
effectively.
Automating tasks and improving workspace functionality
ensures a more comfortable and productive environment.
Access to data about space usage enables informed decisions
and streamlined operations.

Smart spaces are undeniably exceptional for several reasons:
Why Choose Millennium Smart Spaces?

Enhance productivity by
conveniently preheating

your ovens remotely.

Quickly turn on your coffee
maker through our smart

space solution.

Save money by reducing
energy costs with smart

lighting control.

mgiaccess.com(866) 455 - 5222

Efficient Easy Cost-Effective

Complete Access Control More Is Possible



A Smart Space refers to a physical setting outfitted with
interconnected sensors and monitoring devices that
leverage IoT technology to enhance energy efficiency,
boost productivity in business and public sectors, and
facilitate easier and more meaningful human interactions
within our surroundings and among people.

Smart Spaces can encompass various settings, including
workplaces like offices and shared workspaces, residential
areas like apartment complexes or hotels, and public
venues such as hospitals, shopping malls, airports, or
train stations.

Voice recognition and voice

commands

RFID tagging

Microprocessors

Motion and proximity

sensors.

Climate sensors 

Optical and thermal sensors

Gas and level sensors

Intelligent lighting

Smart space management

Ambient controls

Smart ventilation

Seasonal awareness technology

Smart Parking and traffic

reduction technology

Smart sensors in commercial

spaces

One-key ON/OFF

Flashing remind

Power monitoring

Push notification

Overload protection

Smart energy saving

Surveillance systems

Smart metering

Cloud
Smart Power Plug With Mobile Connectivity
Our Smart Power Plug offers seamless connectivity to
your mobile device, making it compatible with both iOS
and Android platforms. With the accompanying
smartphone app, you can easily control and manage
your connected appliances from anywhere at any time.
This user-friendly interface allows you to remotely
switch devices on or off, set timers, and monitor
energy usage effortlessly. Experience the convenience
of a truly connected space with our smart plug.

Beyond CLOUD ACCESS, We Grant CONFIDENCE

mgiaccess.com(866) 455 - 5222 customerservice@mgiaccess.com

Scan to learn
more or request

quote

SEE WEBSITE FOR MORE


